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Abstract One-dimensional (1D) velocity models are still

widely used for computing earthquake locations at seis-

mological centers or in regions where three-dimensional

(3D) velocity models are not available due to the lack

of data of sufficiently high quality. The concept of the

minimum 1D model with appropriate station corrections

provides a framework to compute initial hypocenter loca-

tions and seismic velocities for local earthquake tomo-

graphy. Since a minimum 1D model represents a solution

to the coupled hypocenter-velocity problem it also repre-

sents a suitable velocity model for earthquake location and

data quality assessment, such as evaluating the consistency

in assigning pre-defined weighting classes and average

picking error. Nevertheless, the use of a simple 1D velocity

structure in combination with station delays raises the

question of how appropriate the minimum 1D model con-

cept is when applied to complex tectonic regions with

significant three-dimensional (3D) variations in seismic

velocities. In this study we compute one regional minimum

1D model and three local minimum 1D models for selected

subregions of the Swiss Alpine region, which exhibits a

strongly varying Moho topography. We compare the

regional and local minimum 1D models in terms of

earthquake locations and data quality assessment to mea-

sure their performance. Our results show that the local

minimum 1D models provide more realistic hypocenter

locations and better data fits than a single model for the

Alpine region. We attribute this to the fact that in a local

minimum 1D model local and regional effects of the

velocity structure can be better separated. Consequently, in

tectonically complex regions, minimum 1D models should

be computed in sub-regions defined by similar structure, if

they are used for earthquake location and data quality

assessment.
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1 Introduction

One-dimensional (1D) velocity models are still widely

used for computing earthquake locations, in particular at

many seismological centers that monitor seismicity in real-

time (e.g. Hutton et al. 2006; Midzi et al. 2010). Since ray-

tracing is computationally less demanding in 1D velocity

models than in 3D velocity models, the use of 1D velocity

models provides very rapid earthquake locations, which

becomes important for automatic real-time monitoring of

seismicity. Moreover, the lack of data of sufficiently high

quality sometimes does not allow the computation of

appropriate 3D velocity models for earthquake locations.

This becomes important for temporary deployments, where

data are only recorded for a limited time (e.g. a few

months), but reliable earthquake locations are still needed.

For these cases, the computation of a 1D velocity model is

the only way to consistently obtain reliable hypocenter

locations. Finally, 1D velocity models are the only choice

for data quality assessment prior to a 3D tomography study

(Husen et al. 2003) and to detect systematic errors in
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arrival time data (Maurer et al. 2010). Hence, there is still a

need for reliable 1D velocity models in seismology, despite

the fact that 3D velocity models are becoming increasingly

popular.

The concept of the minimum 1D model has been orig-

inally developed to derive reliable initial hypocenter

locations and seismic velocities for local earthquake

tomography (Kissling 1988; Kissling et al. 1994). The

computation of a minimum 1D model explicitly solves the

coupled hypocenter-velocity problem, and thus it also

provides suitable velocity models for routine earthquake

location, where a similar accuracy in earthquake location is

required for each single earthquake (Kissling 1988).

Moreover, a minimum 1D model can be used for data

quality assessment prior to local earthquake tomography

(Husen et al. 2003) and to detect systematic errors in

arrival time data (Maurer et al. 2010). The latter is due to

the fact that a minimum 1D model yields an average

minimum data fit and that a 1D model, as opposed to a 3D

model, may not absorb systematic errors in arrival time

data as it is highly overdetermined.

Minimum 1D models have been successfully computed

for several tectonic regions in the world (e.g. Diehl et al.

2009a; Haslinger et al. 1999; Husen et al. 2003; Husen

et al. 1999; Husen and Smith 2004; Imposa et al. 2009;

Kissling and Lahr 1991). Nevertheless, the use of a simple

1D velocity structure in combination with station delays

raises the question how useful the minimum 1D model

concept can be when applied to complex tectonic regions

with significant three-dimensional (3D) variations in seis-

mic velocities. For example, a relatively high final root

mean square (RMS) travel time residual of 0.3 s, compared

to an average picking error of 0.2 s, for a minimum 1D

model in the Swiss Alpine region was explained with the

fact that a significant amount of the 3D velocity structure

could not be approximated by a minimum 1D model with

station delays (Husen et al. 2003). Similarly, high-quality

P-wave arrivals from earthquakes in southern Switzerland

and northern Italy recorded at stations in northern Swit-

zerland often show travel-time residuals of several seconds

if located with a minimum 1D model (Deichmann, personal

communication, 2010).

In order to investigate the applicability of the minimum

1D model concept in tectonically complex regions, we

compute minimum 1D models for the Swiss Alpine region.

These models are computed for different data sets repre-

senting the entire region and three subregions defined by

Moho topography. We compare hypocenter locations and

travel-time residual distributions for each subregion as

computed with the corresponding minimum 1D models

with those computed with the minimum 1D model for the

entire region. Our results indicate that the subregion-spe-

cific ‘‘local’’ minimum 1D models provide hypocenter

locations that are more consistent and accurate than those

calculated with the ‘‘regional’’ model. Standard deviations

of travel-time residual distributions are a factor of two

smaller if computed using the subregion-specific minimum

1D models. Consequently, these minimum 1D models are

much more appropriate for data quality assessment.

2 Earthquake data and definition of subregions

We use arrival time data of local earthquakes in the Swiss

Alpine region for the time period 1984–2008. Data were

recorded mainly at stations operated by the Swiss Seis-

mological Service (SED). Data from stations in the

neighboring countries were included if available. Prior to

2000 most stations were equipped with single-component

(vertical) short-period sensors and analogue data trans-

mission; since 2000 most stations consisted of three-

component broadband sensors and digital data transmis-

sion. All arrival time data was processed manually at the

Swiss Seismological Service. Data for the years 1984–2001

were manually picked by a single experienced seismologist

(Husen et al. 2003), whereas data for the years 2002–2008

were picked manually by three experienced seismologists.

The quality of each arrival time was estimated by assigning

observational weights that correspond to a given uncer-

tainty in picking the arrival time (Table 1). Prior to 2005,

arrival times were weighted using a three-class weighting

scheme, which changed in 2005 to a four-class weighting

scheme. In order to achieve a consistent weighting scheme

for the years 1984–2008 arrival time data prior to 2005

Table 1 Observational weights and associated uncertainty interval used by SED and in this study

SED (1984–2004) SED (since 2005) This study (merged)

Weight Uncertainty interval (s) Weight Uncertainty interval (s) Weight Uncertainty interval (s)

I (Impulsive) ±0.050 0 ±0.025 0 ±0.025

E (Emergent) ±0.250 1 ±0.050 1 (including I) ±0.050

Q (Questionable) [0.250 2 ±0.100 2 ±0.100

3 ±0.200 3 (including E) ±0.200

4 (rejected) [0.200 4 (rejected) [0.200
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were re-weighted according to the weighting scheme for

the years 2005–2008 (Table 1). Arrival times that were

assigned a questionable observational weight (class Q)

were not used in this study. We did not include S-wave

arrival time data because their number was not sufficient

for an inversion for S-wave velocities. This is probably due

to the low number of three-component stations prior to

2000 and due to the complexity in picking S-wave arrival

times, which often yields a significantly lower number of

available phases, compared to available P-wave arrival

times for the same data set (Diehl et al. 2009b).

The simultaneous inversion of arrival time data for

seismic velocities and hypocenter locations demands the

selection of well-locatable hypocenter locations, due to the

coupling between seismic velocities and hypocenter loca-

tions (Husen et al. 1999; Kissling et al. 1994). We selected

a set of 544 earthquakes with a minimum of eight P-wave

observations and an azimuthal gap \1,800. This yielded a

total of 10,135 P-wave observations with an average

reading error of 0.1 s, based on the assigned uncertainty

intervals given in Table 1. The set of 544 earthquakes was

split into three data sets for the sub-regions of northern,

southwestern, and southeastern Switzerland (Fig. 1). The

definition of the sub-regions was based on Moho topogra-

phy: Northern Switzerland is characterized by a shallow

Moho between 25 and 35 km depth, whereas southwestern

and southeastern Switzerland shows a deep Moho between

40 and 50 km depth. The split between the subregions of

southwestern and southeastern Switzerland was necessary

because of the presence of the high-velocity Ivrea body in

the western Alps and because of the complex Moho

topography in the region due to the suture between the

European and Adriatic Moho (Fig. 1). The number of

earthquakes and observations selected for each subregion is

given in Table 2. All three data sets have a similar average

reading error of 0.1 s. The distribution of earthquakes and

stations for each data set is shown in Fig. 2. It is important

to note that all data sets use the same distribution of sta-

tions which samples the entire greater Swiss Alpine region.

Earthquakes in northern Switzerland occur throughout the

entire crust, including the lower crust. Seismicity in

southwestern and southeastern Switzerland is mainly

restricted to the upper crust (\15 km depth) with a few

deep earthquakes in northern Italy (Fig. 2).

3 Minimum 1D models for the Swiss Alpine region

3.1 Concept of the minimum 1D model

The linearized inversion of arrival time data from local

earthquakes demands the solution of the coupled hypo-

center-velocity problem (Thurber 1992). Linearization

requires that starting parameters (seismic velocities and

hypocenter locations) are close to the true values. The

concept of the minimum 1D model was introduced by

Kissling (1988) to compute an initial reference model for a

subsequent 3D local earthquake tomography study. A

minimum 1D model is computed by simultaneous inver-

sion of arrival time data from local earthquakes for

hypocenter locations, seismic velocities, and station delays.

Hence, it represents a full solution to the coupled hypo-

center-velocity problem. The solution is computed using a
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Fig. 1 Map of study area. Boxes mark subregions for which local

minimum 1D models were computed. Contour lines show Moho

topography from Waldhauser et al. (1998). Contour interval is 2 km.

Discontinuous contour lines are caused by offsets in the Moho.

Dashed line marks approximate outline of the Ivrea body. Location of

geographical places discussed in the text are marked

Table 2 Data sets used in this

study and final RMS travel time

residuals of the corresponding

minimum 1D model

P0-P3 refer to observational

weights of P-wave arrival time

picks as shown in Table 1

Data Number of

earthquakes

Number of observations Average

reading error (s)

Final RMS travel time

residuals (s)
P0 P1 P2 P3 Total

w43.all 558 2,450 6,523 33 1,129 10,135 0.10 0.30

w43.north 114 1,087 1,474 33 163 2,757 0.10 0.13

w43.southwest 195 563 2,240 0 357 3,160 0.10 0.17

w43.southeast 92 434 780 0 66 1,280 0.09 0.13
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damped least square approach (Kissling 1988) and each

inversion consists of several iterations. The inversion is

usually stopped when model adjustments become insig-

nificant and a significant reduction in data variance has

been achieved. The latter depends, of course, on the a priori

data error. The advantage of using a 1D velocity model,

compared to a 3D model, to solve the coupled hypocenter-

velocity problem is that non-linearity due to the velocity

model is less severe and that, due to the smaller size of the

solution space, the full set of linear diagnostics, such as

eigenvalues and eigenvectors, can be computed. The term

minimum denotes the fact that a minimum 1D model leads

to a minimum average RMS travel time residual for all

earthquakes in the inversion. This makes the minimum 1D

model a very suitable model to detect systematic errors in

arrival data caused by phase misidentifications or by wrong

station coordinates (Maurer et al. 2010). Since all earth-

quakes are located with a similar accuracy a minimum 1D

model presents also an ideal model for routine earthquake

locations, where each earthquake should be located with a

similar accuracy. In a minimum 1D model seismic veloc-

ities represent averages of the layer velocities as sampled

by the distribution of rays within the same depth range

(Kissling 1988). Hence, a similar distribution of earth-

quakes and stations should be used for the minimum 1D

model and the 3D tomography. Station delays are included

in the inversion to compensate for near-surface velocity

heterogeneity and for large-scale velocity variations in the

crust. They are computed relative to a reference station

(with a delay of zero) and relative to the velocity of the first

layer. While station delays are dominated by near-surface

geology for stations located within a network, they are

dominated by large-scale velocity variations in the crust for

stations that are located at the periphery of the network

and, hence, show arrival time recordings in a narrow range

of azimuths. If the corresponding rays pass through a large

velocity anomaly, such as a subducting slab, station delays

of these stations will be dominated by the effect of such a

velocity anomaly (Husen et al. 1999).

The computation of a minimum 1D model is a trial and

error process that involves a wide range of initial models to

sample the entire solution space (Kissling et al. 1994). A

priori information on main crustal discontinuities needs to

be available prior to the inversion to establish an appro-

priate layering of the minimum 1D model. This can be

done by analyzing available controlled source seismology
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least 8 P-wave observations and a GAP \ 180� were used. Number of

earthquakes and number of observations for each data set are given in

Table 2
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(CSS) data for main crustal discontinuities, such as the

contact between basement and sediments, the Conrad, and

the Moho discontinuity. If CSS data is not available arrival

time data of selected earthquakes can be plotted and ana-

lyzed in a similar fashion as refraction seismology data,

e.g. by using phase correlation and cross-over distances to

determine the velocity and thickness of main crustal layers

(Deichmann 1987). As the process of computing a mini-

mum 1D model can lead to ambiguous results, the final

models need to be verified with independent geological

information. For example, computed station delays should

correlate with local near-surface geology. The stability of a

minimum 1D model needs to be tested by a series of tests,

including randomly and systematically shifted hypocenter

locations as initial hypocenter locations and so-called high-

low tests (Husen et al. 1999; Kissling et al. 1994). High-

low tests use very low and high velocities as initial models

in the inversion. If the minimum 1D model represents a

stable minimum in the solution space, final models from

these high-low tests will converge to the same minimum

1D model for layers that are well resolved by the data. The

quality of a minimum 1D model depends critically on data

selection (Kissling 1988). Only well-locatable earthquakes

with a large number of observations ([8 P-wave and/or[8

S-wave observations) and a small azimuthal gap between

stations (GAP \ 180) should be used in the inversion. As

the number of unknowns is significantly less than for a 3D

inversion, a smaller subset of earthquakes ([100 earth-

quakes) is usually sufficient to compute a minimum 1D

model. This allows only the high-quality data to be selected

(e.g. large number of observations per event, observations

with smallest reading error) for the computation of a

minimum 1D model, thus improving the reliability of the

obtained model.

3.2 Computation of the minimum 1D models for Swiss

Alpine region

We computed minimum 1D models for each earthquake

data set and region as given in Table 2. Each inversion

used the same initial velocity model, which is the minimum

1D model computed by Husen et al. (2003) for the same

region using an older data set. Compared to the model of

Husen et al. (2003), the layering of the minimum 1D

models derived in this study was adapted to allow the use

of borehole stations from a geothermal experiment in the

Basel area (Deichmann and Giardini 2009). This resulted in

an increased thickness of first layer to 1 km below sea level

and the inclusion of thinner layers (thickness of 5 km

instead of 10 km) between 20 and 50 km depth. The latter

was necessary for a better parameterization of the velocity

gradient across the Moho, which varies between 25 and

50 km depth in the study region. Initial hypocenter

locations for each data set were computed using the same

minimum 1D model of Husen et al. (2003). Station delays

were set to zero at the beginning of each inversion. The

computation of each minimum 1D model comprised two

inversion runs. In the first run, hypocenter locations were

adjusted at every iteration, whereas seismic velocities and

station delays were adjusted only every second iteration.

Following Kissling et al. (1994), damping was set to 0.01

for hypocenter locations and station delays, and to 0.1 for

seismic velocities. The inversion was stopped when model

adjustments became insignificant (usually after 6–8 itera-

tions). The goal of the first run was to find the appropriate

minimum for each model in terms of seismic velocities,

hypocenter locations, and station delays. The second run

used seismic velocities and hypocenter locations of the

previous run as initial values, and damping was set to 10.0

for seismic velocities (damping for hypocenter locations

and station delays were not changed). The use of a higher

damping value for seismic velocities prevents large chan-

ges to the general velocity structure but it allows for larger

changes in hypocenter locations and station delays. For this

run, hypocenter locations, seismic velocities, and station

delays were adjusted at every iteration. Inversions usually

terminated after 2–3 iterations. The goal of the second run

was to allow for a finer adjustment of hypocenter locations,

seismic velocities, and station delays in the vicinity of the

previously found minimum in the solution space. The

minimum 1D models for each region after these two runs

are shown in Fig. 3 and the final RMS travel time residual

is given in Table 2.

The stability of each minimum 1D model was investi-

gated using tests with randomly and systematically shifted

hypocenter locations, and with tests that comprised very

high and very low seismic velocities as initial models (so

called high/low tests, Husen et al. 1999). Results from

these tests are not shown for the sake of brevity but dis-

cussed in the following. Tests with the randomly and

systematically shifted hypocenter locations showed that

final hypocenter locations were relocated within 0.5–1 km

in epicenter and within 2–3 km in focal depth with respect

to the original (unshifted) locations. The high/low tests

showed that all models converged to the original seismic

velocities within 0.05–0.1 km/s for layers down to 25 km

depth. This indicates that seismic velocities for these layers

are well constrained as can be expected from the depth

distribution of the earthquakes. Most of the earthquakes are

located in the depth range 0–15 km depth (Fig. 3). Con-

vergence was poor below 25 km depth for the models

w43.southwest and w43.southeast, indicating that seismic

velocities at these depths were not well constrained. This

can be expected due the low number of earthquakes in this

depth range (Fig. 3). The presence of deep earthquakes

beneath northern Switzerland yielded a good convergence
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within 0.1–0.2 km/s of the seismic velocities down to

50 km depth for the models w43.north and w43.all. The

strong velocity increase between 25.0 and 30.0 km depth in

model w43.north is well constrained by the data. This was

tested by using input models that had a similar velocity

increase at shallower or at greater depth or where the

velocity increase was gradual from 20.0 to 30.0 km depth.

All these models converged to the velocity model

w43.north.

3.3 Velocity structure and data fit of the minimum

1D models

The resulting minimum 1D models do not differ signifi-

cantly for the upper crust (top 15 km) but show quite

different results in terms of the deeper velocity structure

([15 km depth) and final RMS travel time residuals

(Fig. 3). The resulting velocity structure of the top 15 km

is in good agreement with the minimum 1D model of

Husen et al. (2003). This minimum 1D model was com-

puted for the same region using an older data set. Large

differences in the velocity structure can be observed for

depths greater than 20 km (Fig. 3). The model w43.all,

computed for the entire region, shows a gradual increase in

seismic velocities from about 5.9 km/s at 25.0 km depth to

about 8.0 km/s at 50.0 km depth. No sharp increase in

seismic velocities from lower crustal velocities (6.5–6.6

km/s) to upper mantle velocities (8.0–8.1 km/s), which

would be indicative for the existence of a clear Moho, is

observed for this model. A similar velocity structure for

depths greater than 20 km was obtained by Husen et al.

(2003). The absence of a clear Moho for the model w43.all

can be explained with the Moho topography in the study

region. The Moho depth gradually increases from 25.0 km

in northern Switzerland to 50.0 km depth in the central

Alps (Fig. 1). As a consequence, ray paths in the

20.0–50.0 km depth range are a mixture between those Pg

phases sampling the lower crust and Pn phases sampling

the upper mantle. For example, ray paths to stations in

southern Switzerland originating from earthquakes in

northern Switzerland will sample mainly the lower crust

due to the deepening of the Moho, while ray paths to sta-

tions in northern Switzerland originating from earthquakes

in southern Switzerland will sample mainly the upper

mantle due to the shallowing of the Moho. Since seismic

velocities in a minimum 1D model represent average

velocities per layer weighted by the ray distribution at this

depth range, the resulting seismic velocities will be higher

than lower crustal velocities ([6.5 km/s) but lower than

upper mantle velocities (\8.0 km/s). This will lead to a

gradual increase in seismic velocities without a clear Moho

as observed for model w43.all (Fig. 3).

A clear Moho is present in model w43.north at depths

between 25 and 30 km associated with a velocity increase

from 6.2 to 8.1 km/s (Fig. 3). This is in good agreement

with a priori known Moho depths at 25–30 km beneath

northern Switzerland (Fig. 1). The Moho depth in model

w43.north is well constrained by the existence of deep

earthquakes beneath northern Switzerland (Fig. 3). The

models w43.southeast and w43.southwest show evidence

for a velocity discontinuity correlated with a Moho at

depths of 40 and 45 km, respectively. Although the

velocity structure at this depth is not well constrained for

these models the observed Moho depths are in good

agreement with a priori known Moho depths, which vary

between 40 and 50 km depth in southeastern and south-

western Switzerland (Fig. 1). Seismic velocities of the

lower crust (30–40 km depth) observed in the model for

the entire region are higher than average lower crustal

velocities in the models w43.southeast and w43.southwest

(6.7–6.9 km/s compared to 6.5 km/s). This is caused by the

effects of a significantly dipping Moho beneath Switzer-

land in combination with observations at stations in

northern Switzerland that mainly sample upper mantle

velocities at this depth range.
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RMS travel time residuals of the minimum 1D models

computed for the subregions (w43.north, w43.southeast,

w43.southwest) are significantly lower than that for the

minimum 1D model computed for the entire region

(w43.all, see Table 2). Moreover, the final RMS travel time

residual of 0.30 s of the entire region model is three times

larger than the average a priori picking error of 0.10 s. The

other models achieve RMS travel time residuals that are

comparable to the a priori average picking errors (Table 2).

A RMS travel time residual that is significantly higher than

the a priori reading error can be explained by (a) an

inappropriate estimation of the a priori picking error,

(b) the fact that the minimum 1D model did not converge,

or (c) a significant amount of 3D structure that cannot be

approximated by a minimum 1D model with station delays.

The first argument can be ruled out as the minimum 1D

models for the subregions achieved RMS travel time

residuals that are comparable to the a priori picking error.

The second argument is also unlikely as the stability of

each minimum 1D model was successfully tested. We,

therefore, attribute the relatively high final RMS travel

time residual to unmodelled 3D structure. Husen et al.

(2003) achieved a similar final RMS travel time residual

for their model computed for the same region, although the

a priori picking error of their data was 0.2 s due to the

lower quality of their data. They concluded that the rela-

tively high final RMS travel time residual was due to a

significant amount of 3D structure that could not be

approximated by a minimum 1D model with station delays.

The fact that the minimum 1D models for the subregions

achieve final RMS travel time residuals that are compara-

ble to the a priori picking error further supports the idea

that unmodelled 3D structure produces a final RMS travel

time residual larger than the a priori picking error. Moho

topography is less complex in the subregions, which can

apparently be well approximated by a minimum 1D model

with station delays.

3.4 Station delays of the obtained minimum 1D models

Station delays change remarkably for the different mini-

mum 1D models (Fig. 4). As stated earlier, station delays

form an integral part of a minimum 1D model. For a

geologically meaningful minimum 1D model they should

correlate with local geology for stations with good azi-

muthal coverage of the observations. They should be
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Fig. 4 Final station delays after

1-D inversion for data sets

a w43.all, b w43.north,

c w43.southwest, and

d w43.southeast. Station delays

are scaled as indicated.

Reference station for each data

set is marked by a star. Moho

topography from Waldhauser

et al. (1998) is shown by

contour lines. Station delays are

only shown for stations with at

least 5 P-wave observations
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dominated by large scale deviations in crustal structure

from the modelled 1D structure for stations with limited

azimuthal coverage of the observations. The magnitude of

station delays usually increases with the distance of a sta-

tion from the center of the network as the difference

between modelled and unmodelled structure accumulates

with longer ray paths. This effect can be observed for all

models (Fig. 4). There are, however, remarkable changes

in the pattern of station delays for the different models. For

example, station delays in the Valais (western Switzerland)

are small for the models w43.all and w43.southwest

(Fig. 4a, c) whereas the same stations show predominantly

positive delays for the models w43.north and w43.south-

east (Fig. 4b, d). These changes can be explained by

changes in ray distribution and changes in seismic veloci-

ties between the different models as we discuss in the

following.

For models w43.all and w43.southwest station delays in

the Valais are dominated by the Pg phase of local earth-

quakes located in the Valais. Hence, these station delays

reflect primarily shallow local structure, i.e. outcropping of

crystalline basement in the region. In model w43.north,

however, station delays are dominated by Pg or Pn phases

travelling through the lower crust and upper mantle,

respectively. Observations at these stations are modelled as

refracted phases in the model w43.north whereas the

observed phase is a Pg phase travelling through the mid to

lower crust. Consequently, calculated arrival times are

smaller than observed travel-times yielding positive station

delays (Fig. 4b). On the other hand, station delays for the

same stations show a remarkable transition from negative

station delays in the eastern Valais to positive station

delays in the western Valais in model w43.southeast

(Fig. 4d). Observations at the eastern Valias stations are

modelled as refracted waves along the Moho at 40 km

depth whereas observed travel-times correspond to Pg

phases through the mid crust due to the deep Moho in this

region. Consequently, calculated travel-times are too large

compared to observed travel-times due to a ray path that is

longer for the calculated phase. Arrivals at stations in the

western Valais are still modelled as refracted waves but

due to the large epicentral distance these observations

correspond to Pg phases that travel through the lower crust.

Hence, differences in ray path are smaller and calculated

travel-times are faster compared to observed travel-times

yielding positive station delays.

A sharp transition from positive station delays in

northern Switzerland to negative station delays in southern

Germany for model w43.southwest (Fig. 4c) indicates that

observations in southern Germany are dominated by Pn

phases, whereas arrivals in northern Switzerland are still

mainly Pg phases that travel through the mid to lower crust.

These Pg phases are modelled as refracted waves in model

w43.southwest yielding travel-times that are smaller com-

pared to the observed travel-times. For the Pn phases, these

observations are still modelled as refracted waves but

observed arrivals travel through a much thinner lower crust

as in the model due to the shallowing of the Moho. This

leads to observed travel-times being smaller than calcu-

lated arrival times and, hence, to the observed negative

station delays. The sharp transition between positive station

delays in northern Switzerland and negative station delays

in southern Germany is not visible in model w43.all, since,

for this model, arrivals at these stations are a mixture of Pg

phases from local earthquakes in northern Switzerland and

Pn phases from distant earthquakes in southwestern

Switzerland. Model w43.southwest does not include

observations from local earthquakes in northern

Switzerland.

In summary, the observed patterns in station delays

agree well with near-surface geology for stations with good

azimuthal coverage of the observations and with the

observed Moho topography for stations with limited azi-

muthal coverage of the observations. Since differences

between the minimum 1D models are largest for the deeper

velocity structure ([25 km depth) the largest differences in

station delays between the model are observed for stations

located at the edge of the network. These differences are

caused by the existing Moho topography in combination

with the 1D velocity structure of each model.

4 Discussion

In the following we will discuss the performance of each

minimum 1D model for earthquake location and for data

quality assessment.

4.1 Earthquake locations

In order to study the performance of the different minimum

1D model with respect to earthquake locations we relo-

cated each earthquake data set with the corresponding

minimum 1D model including station delays. As we are

mainly interested in the performance of the regional 1D

model with respect to the local minimum 1D models for the

different subregions we computed differences in latitude,

longitude, and focal depth between hypocenter locations

obtained with the regional and the corresponding local

minimum 1D models. Formal location errors were com-

puted from the half-axes of the 68% confidence error

ellipsoid as computed by the NonLinLoc software (Lomax

et al. 2000). These comparisons will not allow an assess-

ment of the location accuracy of each model, as this can

only be done by relocating events, for which ground truth

information is available, e.g. explosions or mine blasts
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(Bondar et al. 2004; Husen et al. 1999). Nevertheless, by

comparing hypocenter locations of earthquakes for which

hypocenter locations have been validated using indepen-

dent information, location accuracy of the local and

regional minimum 1D models can be compared.

As expected, average RMS travel time residuals and

individual earthquake RMS travel time residuals are

reduced by a factor of two when earthquakes are relocated

using the local minimum 1D model (Fig. 5). This is due to

the fact that the local minimum 1D models yield a better

data fit, as discussed in the previous section. Hypocenter

locations, however, do not show large systematic shifts

when they are relocated using the local minimum 1D

models. Mean shifts in epicenter location and focal depth

are of the order of 2 km and in the range of 1–4 km,

respectively. These shifts are smaller or in the range of the

corresponding error as given by the 68% confidence error

ellipsoid. Shifts in epicenter location are comparable for all

three data sets (Fig. 6) indicating that the influence of the

velocity model on epicenter location is small for well

constrained hypocenter locations with a GAP \ 1,800 and

at least eight P-wave observations. With respect to focal

depth, the data sets show quite different results (Fig. 6).

Average shift in focal depth is smallest for data set

w43.southwest (0.7 km) and largest for data set w43.north

(3.5 km). On the other hand, average error in focal depth is

largest for data sets w43.southwest (5.1 km) and

w43.southeast (6.5 km), whereas it is smallest for data set

w43.north (3.2 km). This is probably due to a larger

number of deeper events in data set w43.north, which show

a more favourable ratio of focal depth to distance to the

closest station. Focal depth is typically well constrained if

at least one observation is within a focal depth’s distance

(Chatelain et al. 1980; Husen et al. 2003). Therefore,

average shifts in focal depths are insignificant for data sets
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w43.southeast and w43.southwest; but focal depths are

shifted significantly and systematically to more shallow

depth for data set w43.north. This observation is also

constrained by investigating cumulative plots of shifts in

epicenter and focal depth (Fig. 6). About 62 and 44% of

the earthquakes in data set w43.north are shifted less than

their corresponding average error in epicenter and in focal

depth, respectively. For data sets w43.southeast and

w43.southwest these numbers are 70 and 86%, and 73 and

99%, respectively.

The observation that shifts in focal depth are largest for

earthquakes in northern Switzerland can be explained by

the fact that changes in the velocity model are also largest

for model w43.north (Fig. 3). Model w43.north shows a

clear Moho at 25–30 km depth, whereas model w43.all

shows a gradual increase in seismic velocities from 25 to

50 km depth. This change in the velocity model strongly

affects deep earthquakes in northern Switzerland, that are

located close to the Moho. Focal depths for these earth-

quakes are often below the Moho when relocated using

model w43.all; they are all located above the Moho when

relocated using model w43.north (Fig. 7a). The observa-

tion of clear PmP phases for these earthquakes confirms

that they are in fact located above the Moho and not below

the Moho (Deichmann 1987). Changes in station delays

between models w43.all and w43.north can also strongly

affect focal depth of earthquakes located in the crust. For

example, a series of earthquakes induced by a geothermal

project in Basel were shifted on average by 7 km to shal-

lower depth when using the model w43.north and station

delays (Fig. 7a). Focal depths obtained using model

w43.north are in the depth range 5.0–5.5 km, which is

consistent with the injection of water for reservoir stimu-

lation between 4.5 and 5 km depth (Deichmann and

Giardini 2009). Nearby stations in the Basel region showed

large negative station residuals (about -1.0 s) for model
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w43.all, whereas station delays were small for model

w43.north (Fig. 4). These large changes in station delays in

combination with changes in the velocity models (Fig. 3)

caused a strong shift to a shallower focal depth.

Shift in focal depths for earthquakes in southeastern

Switzerland are mainly caused by changes in station

delays, since the velocity models w43.all and w43.south-

east only differ moderately. Stations in the northern Alpine

foreland show large positive station delays (in the range

0.5–0.7 s) in the model w43.southeast, whereas the same

stations show small station delays in the model w43.all

(Fig. 4). Station delays of model w43.southeast for these

stations are dominated by Pg phases from earthquakes in

southeastern Switzerland that travel through the lower

crust. These station delays compensate for seismic veloc-

ities in the lower crust that are probably lower than

6.5–7.0 km/s as given in model w43.southeast. Station

delays of model w43.all for stations in the northern Alpine

foreland are a mixture between lower crustal Pg phases

from distant earthquakes in southeastern and southwestern

Switzerland, and upper crustal Pg phases from local

earthquakes in northern Switzerland. Since station delays

are small, observations at stations in the northern Alpine

foreland from earthquakes in southeastern Switzerland

often show large positive travel-time residuals when

relocated with model w43.all. Due to their downward ori-

entated take-off angles, these observations place important

constrains on focal depth. In combination with the

observed large positive travel-time residuals, focal depth

estimates for these earthquake can be unreliable. As an

example, the Ml = 3.9 2003 earthquake of Sertig, close to

the village Sertig Doerfli, 10 km south of Davos (GR), is

located at a depth of 7.6 km using the model w43.south-

east; the same earthquake is located at a depth of 0.2 km

using the model w43.all (Fig. 7b). Based on P- and S-wave

arrivals at a nearby station (2 km epicentral distance) focal

depth for this event was estimated at 6–8 km (Deichmann

et al. 2004), which is consistent with the focal depth

computed using model w43.southeast.

Shifts in focal depths of earthquakes in southwestern

Switzerland are smallest from all subregions (Fig. 7c).

These small shifts are in agreement with the observed

moderate differences between the velocity structure of

models w43.southwest and w43.all (Fig. 3). Moreover, and

in contrast to model w43.southeast, station delays show

similar patterns in model w43.southwest and w43.all. The

similarities in velocity structure and station delays between

model w43.southwest and w43.all are probably caused by

the large number of earthquakes in data set w43.southwest

compared to the other data sets. As a consequence, the

velocity structure and station delays of model w43.all are

dominated by the large number of earthquakes in subregion

w43.southwest.

4.2 Data quality assessment

A key element in assessing data quality of local earthquake

data (e.g. consistency in assigning observational errors,

average picking error) is the distribution of travel-time

residuals computed using a minimum 1D model and station

delays. For consistently picked data, travel-time residuals

should follow a Gaussian distribution and the corresponding

mean and standard deviation should increase gradually with

increasing observational error (Husen et al. 2003). Travel-

time residuals that are significantly larger than the associated

uncertainty interval are indicative of blunders and should be

checked. It is important to note, that the use of travel-time

residuals for data quality assessment is only valid if they are

computed using a minimum 1D model. The reason is that a

minimum 1D model represents a solution to the coupled

hypocenter-velocity problem in which all earthquakes are

located with equal precision (Kissling 1988). Other 1D

velocity models derived from a priori information, such as

controlled source seismology data, usually do not represent a

solution to the coupled hypocenter-velocity problem.

Figure 8 shows the distribution of travel-time residuals

of the data set w43.north for different observational

weights. Travel-time residuals were computed using the

local minimum 1D model w43.north and the regional

minimum 1D model w43.all, including station delays.

Residual distributions look similar for the other data sets but

they are not shown for the sake of brevity. Primary statis-

tical parameters of the residual distributions for all models

are listed in Table 3. The relatively small numbers of

observations with weight 0 compared to weight 1, and with

weight 2 compared to weight 3, is due to the fact that the

weights 0 and 2 have only been assigned since 2005. Prior

to 2005 data were picked using only weights 1 and 3

(Table 1). Travel-time residuals computed with the local

minimum 1D models show a significantly narrower distri-

bution for observational weights 0 and 1, as indicated by a

factor of two smaller standard deviation. Travel-time

residual distributions for observational weight 3 are similar

for both models. This indicates that observations with a

weight of 3 are problematic and may contain a large number

of inconsistently picked arrival times. Although standard

deviations gradually increase with increasing observational

weight for both models, they are too large compared to the

corresponding uncertainty intervals for the regional model

w43.all (Table 3). This is caused by a large number of

observations that show travel-time residuals significantly

larger than the associated uncertainty intervals. As an

example, the Ml = 3.9 2003 earthquake of Sertig, GR,

shows consistently large positive travel-time residuals for

stations in southern Germany (Fig. 9) when located using

the regional minimum 1D model w43.all. This could be

interpreted as being caused by phase misidentification, e.g.
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the small-amplitude Pn phase was missed and the large-

amplitude PmP phase was picked instead. A reduced record

section of the earthquake, however, reveals that observa-

tions at stations in southern Germany were correctly

identified and picked as Pn arrivals (Fig. 10). The corre-

sponding travel-time residuals computed with the local

minimum 1D model w43.southeast are small indicating that

arrival times were picked correctly (Fig. 9). This example

demonstrates that observations could be falsely identified as

blunders if the regional minimum 1D model w43.all was

used for data quality assessment.

5 Conclusions

We computed one regional and three local minimum 1D

models for Switzerland and its surrounding region. The

local minimum 1D models yield a RMS travel time
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Table 3 Primary statistical parameters of travel-time residuals for three different data sets

Observational weight

w43.north w43.southeast w43.southwest

0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3 0 1 2 3

Number 978 1,458 31 163 434 780 0 66 563 2,240 0 357

Mean (s) 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.19 0.00 0.00 – 0.01 0.00 0.00 – 0.11

0.00 -0.01 -0.16 0.03 0.00 0.13 – 0.16 0.00 0.01 – 0.21

SD (s) 0.094 0.15 0.13 0.58 0.08 0.19 – 0.22 0.09 0.19 – 0.43

0.16 0.31 0.28 0.58 0.15 0.43 – 0.61 0.14 0.28 – 0.55

Min. (s) -0.8 -0.7 -0.3 -1.0 -0.4 -1.1 – -0.9 -0.6 -1.5 – -1.0

-1.0 -1.6 -0.8 -1.5 -0.5 -1.3 – -0.9 -0.7 -1.4 – -1.2

Max. (s) 1.1 1.3 0.2 2.8 0.5 1.2 – 0.6 0.4 1.7 – 2.5

1.0 1.6 0.3 1.8 0.8 2.3 – 2.3 1.0 1.7 – 3.2

Earthquakes were relocated using the corresponding local minimum 1D model (top row) and using the regional minimum 1D model (bottom

row)
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residual that is smaller by a factor of two compared to the

regional minimum 1D model. In contrast to the regional

minimum 1D model, the velocity structure of the local

minimum 1D models shows a clear Moho that is consistent

with previous results (Husen et al. 2003; Waldhauser et al.

1998). Station delays computed with the local minimum 1D

models are also locally more consistent with the crustal

structure. A clear transition from positive station delays for

stations located in northern Switzerland to negative station

delays for stations in located in southern Germany as

observed for the local minimum 1D models w43.north and

w43.southwest is in agreement with the transition from first

arriving Pg phases at station located in northern Germany to

first arriving Pn phases at stations located in southern Ger-

many. Such a clear transition is not visible for the regional

model w43.all as station delays at these stations consist of a

mixture between upper crustal Pg phases from local earth-

quakes in northern Switzerland and lower crustal Pg and Pn

phases from distant earthquakes in southern Switzerland.

Changes in the velocity structure and in the station

delays between the regional and the local minimum 1D
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models yield shifts in hypocenter locations. On average,

these shifts are smaller than the associated formal location

error as given by the 68% confidence ellipsoid, except for

earthquakes in northern Switzerland. Deep earthquakes in

northern Switzerland are moved consistently to above the

Moho if relocated with the corresponding local minimum

1D model, which is in agreement with the observed PmP

phases and a relatively short cross-over distance between

the Pg and the Pn phase. Individual hypocenter locations,

in particular those that show observations at large dis-

tances, are also more consistent with independent

information if they are relocated with the corresponding

local minimum 1D model.

Distributions of travel-time residuals show similar sta-

tistics for the regional and local minimum 1D models, e.g.

similar extreme values and increasing standard deviations

with increasing observational weight. Compared to the

assigned uncertainty interval, however, standard deviations

of the travel-time residual distributions computed with the

regional minimum 1D model for observational weights 0

and 1 are large. This leads to a larger number of obser-

vations that, judged on their travel-time residuals, would be

falsely interpreted as blunders if the regional minimum 1D

model is be used for data quality assessment.

Our results show that for complex tectonic regions,

such as the Swiss Alpine region with strongly varying

Moho depths, minimum 1D models computed for

selected subregions outperform a regional minimum 1D

model. Earthquake locations derived with the local

minimum 1D models are more consistent and realistic,

and the data fit significantly better, leading to a more

reliable assessment of data quality. The improved per-

formance of the local minimum 1D models can be

attributed to a better representation of the local velocity

structure.
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